PROPOSITION 1. -Let G be a topological additive group whose one point sets are G^-sets (G is therefore Hausdorff)
and let {x^^i be a family in G such that any countable subfamily of it is summable, Then there exists a countable subset J of I such that x^ == 0 for any \. e I\J.
Let (U^)^eN be a sequence of 0-neighbourhoods in G whose intersection is equal to {0}. The sets J,: = {.eI|^U,} being finite for any n e N the set J : = I J J^ is countable. Let us denote by S the set of sets ® of pairwise disjoint sets of 9% such that |i(S) ^ 0 for any S e ®. It is obvious that S is inductively ordered by the inclusion relation. By Zorn's theorem there exists a maximal element @o e ^* Then any countable subfamily of the family (^(S)) §g^ is summable. By the preceding proposition @o 1 s countable. We set A:=US. Assume first E = R and let us denote by ^(T) the vector space of continuous real functions on T endowed with the topology of compact convergence. Since T possesses a dense or-compact set the one point sets of ^(T) are Gg-sets.
Let us denote for any t e T by ^ the map

A h--(^(A))((): 91 -> R.
Then (JL( is a ^-regular real valued measure on 91 for any ( e T. Assume that for any countable subset M of T there exists A e 91 which is a null set for any [JL( with t e M and is not a null set for (JL. Let coi be the first uncountable ordinal number. We construct by trans finite induction a family (^)^<^ i 11 T and a decreasing family (A^<^ in 91 such that we have for any ^ < (1)1 : a) A^ is a null set for any {JL( with T] ^ ^; b) any set A e 91 is a null set for pi if it is a null set for any (JL( with Y] < S and if A n A^ = 0; c) | 1 A^\Ag is not a null set for (JL.
<S
Assume that the families were constructed up to ^ < o>i. By the hypothesis of the proof there exists a set of 91 which is a null set for any [i^ with 73 < S and which is not a null set for p.. Hence there exists B e 9? and <^T such that B is a null set for any (JL^ with f\ < ^ and such that l^(B) + 0.
Let 91' be the set of sets of 9t which are null sets for any p.^ with T] ^ ^. Then Sf is a G-ring of sets and by [7] Theorem 11.4 (*) the map 91' -> ^(T) induced by pi is a measure. By the preceding proposition there exists C e Sf such that any D e ^ with C n D = 0 is a null set for (JL. We set A^==C nfrU,).
\^<^ / a) is obviously fulfilled. Let A e ^ with A n A^ == 0.
Then A\C e 9C and it is therefore a null set for [L. For any Y] < ^ the set A\A^ is a null set for | JL by the hypothesis of the induction. Hence A is a null set for [L and b) is fulfilled. Since B n C is a null set for ^ we get (B\C) ^ 0.
For any T] < ^ the set (B\C)\A^ is a null set for ^ for any ^ ^ T] and by the hypothesis of the induction (B\C)\A, is a null set for (JL. It follows that (B\C)\f|A-is a null set for (JL and therefore
We deduce that f |A^\A^ is not a null set for (JL which proves c).
Yl<Â gain by [7] Theorem II 4 any countable subfamily of the family (^(\ |A^\A^)] is summable in ^(T) and V \ y)<^ ^ ^ //?<t his contradicts Proposition 1. Hence there exists a sequence (^n)neN m T such that any set of 91 is a null set for (JL if it is a null set for any (JL( with n e N. We set a,: = sup|^J(A) < oo Let us treat now the general case. Let E' be the dual of E endowed with the ^(E 7 , E)-topology and let (UJ^eN be a sequence of closed convex 0-neighbourhoods in E whose intersection is equal to {0} and sucht hat 1 u^+i c: o u " for ^y n e NFor any n e N let US be the polar set of U^ in E'. Then, for any n e N, US is a compact set of E' and t J US is a nGN dense set in E 7 . Let T 7 be the topological (disjoint) sum of the sequence (T X US^ex °f topological spaces. Then T' is a Hausdorff topological space possessing a dense a-compact set. Let ^(T 7 ) be the vector space of continuous real functions on T 7 endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. For any A e 9t let us denote by X(A) the real function on T 7 equal to (^ ^) ^_^ <(^(A))(^ x'y : T x U°, -> R on T X U^. It is easy to see that X(A) e ^(T) and that X is a ^-regular measure on ?ft with values in ^(T 7 ). Let A e 9i be a null set for X and let t e T. Since (pi(A))(^) vanishes on I J US and since this set is dense in E' we 
n->oo
Let /*, g e ^', and let a e R. We have and therefore , gA e L^v) and
This shows that /y <= /^. Hence /*: == {fy.)v.eMD E ^ and it is clear that <?(/') = 6. Moreover 11/1 = sup u^n? ^ ||6||. It is obvious that p. e M implies \s\^ e ^o? that 9 is linear and continuous, and that 9(^) c: ^To* Hence
Let 6 e ^° and let v e ^o. For any A e 9f we denote by VA the map B|-^v(A nB): 9t^E.
It is immediate that VA e ^. Let F be the quotient locally convex space EyR'^O) and let u be the canonical map E -> F. Then the one point sets of F are Gg-sets and u o v is an F-valued measure on 9^. By Proposition 2 there exists A e yi' such that any B e 91 7 It is easy to see that 
-Le( 91 fee a S-ring of sets, let St be a set, let M be the sector space of ^-regular real valued measures on 91 endowed with the semi-norm topology, and let M' be its dual. Let further E be a Hausdorff locally convex space, let J^(E) be the sector space of St-regular E-valued measures on 9t endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence in 91, and let c/T be a compact set of J^(E) such that any measure of ^ is normal. Then the topologies on ^ of pointwise convergence in 91 or in Ji' coincide.
Since 91 may be identified with a subset of M' we have only to show that the topology on ^f of pointwise convergence in 91 is finer than the topology on J^ of pointwise convergence in M'. By Proposition 7 we may assume that 91 is a cr-ring of sets. Let 6 e M 1 and let p be a continuous semi-norm on E. We denote by Ep the normed quotient space EyF'^O), by Up the canonical map E -> Ep, and by ^(J^, Ep) the vector space of continuous maps of ( endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence in 9t) into Ep endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. For any A e 91 let X(A) be the map Let M be the vector space of ^-regular real valued measures on 9( endowed with the semi-norm topology. By the proposition, ^ is weakly compact in M and the assertion follows from Sumlian theorem.
• Let X be an ordered set and let Y be a. topological space. We say that a map /*: X -> Y is order continuous if for any upper directed subset A of X possessing a, supremum x e X the map f converges along the section filter of A to f{x). An ordered set X is called order a-complete if any upper bounded increasing sequence in X possesses a supremum.
THEOREM 9. -Let E be an order a-complete vector lattice, let ¥ be a locally convex space, and let u be a linear map of E into P. If u is order continuous with respect to the weak topology of F then it is order continuous with respect to the initial topology of F.
Let U be a 0-neighbourhood in F, let U° be its polar set in the dual F' of F endowed with the induced ^(F', F)-topology, let ^(U 0 ) (resp. ^(U 0 )) be the vector space of continuous real functions on U° endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence (resp. with the topology of uniform convergence), and let us denote for any x e E by f(x) the map^^<^)^> :U°~>R which obviously belongs to ^(U 0 ). Let (^)^gN be an increasing sequence in E with supremum x e E. Then for any M ^ N / ^ {Xn+i -Xn)\ is
an upper bounded increasing sequence in E and possesses therefore a supremum. Since u is order continuous with respect to the weak topology of E it follows that (A^n+l -^n))î s summable in ^(U 0 ). The space U° being compact we deduce by [7] Theorem II 4 that (f(x^ -X^))^N ls sum-mable in ^(U 0 ). Its sum has to be f[x -Xo). Hence
{f(^n)\ĉ
onverges uniformly to f{x). Let now A be an upper directed subset of E with supremum x e E and let § be its section filter. If f does not map ^ into a Cauchy filter on ^(U 0 ) then it is easy to construct an increasing sequence (^)neN i 11 A such that (A^))neN is ^t a Cauchy sequence in ^(U 0 ). Since E is order c-complete and (^n)neN ls upper bounded by x it possesses a supremum and this contradicts the above considerations. Hence f maps § into a Cauchy filter on ^(U 0 ) and therefore, by the completeness of ^(U 0 ) into a convergent filter on ^u(LJ 0 ). Using again the hypothesis that u is order continuous with respect to the weak topology of F we deduce that jf(^) converges to f[x) in ^(U 0 ) and therefore in ^(U°). Since U is arbitrary it follows that u converges along ^ to u(x) in the initial topology of F which shows that u is order continuous with respect to this topology.
• Let E be a locally convex space, let E^ be its dual endowed with the ^(E', E)-topology, and let fi be the set of linear forms y on E' such that for any cr-compact set A of E' there exists x e E such that x and y coincide on A. We say that E is 8-complete if fi = E.
LEMMA. -Any quasicomplete locally convex space iŝ -complete.
Let E be a quasicomplete locally convex space and let y e fi (with the above notations). Let U be the neighbourhood filter of 0 in E and for any U e U let U° be its polar set in the dual of E and let Au be the set of x e E such that x and y coincide on I J 7zU°. It is obvious that n£N there exists ocu e R such that Au c: ayU. Let % be the filter on E generated by the filter base {Au|U e U}. Then is a Cauchy filter on E containing the bounded set | 1 auU and converging to y uniformly on the sets U°(U e U).
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Since E is quasicomplete y e E and therefore E is 8-complete.
• Remark, -I 1 endowed with its weak topology is sequentially complete and 8-complete but it is not quasicomplete. In order to prove the existence of j 6 d\^ we may assume by Proposition 7 that 9t is a c-ring of sets. Let ^ be the Banach space of bounded 91-measurable real functions on _J A with the supremum norm. Since E is sequentially for any x' e E 7 . Let (x e ^(E). It is obvious that ^((x) is linear and from the relation defining it, it follows that it is continuous with respect to the o^7, M} and <r(E, E') topologies. We deduce that ^(pi) belongs to o^f. From Proposition 4 or from the theory of Banach lattices we deduce that ^({ji) is order continuous with respect to the weak topology of E. By the preceding theorem it is order continuous with respect to the initial topology of E.
It is obvious that ^ is linear. Let (JL e ^(E) such that (pi) = 0. Let A e 91 and let 6 be the map v i-^ v(A) : M -> R.
Then 6 e ^/ and we get
A^^e^^Q^-O.
Since A is arbitrary we get \L = 0. Hence ^ is an injection.
Let p be a continuous semi-norm on E and let ^ be an equicontinuous set of ^/. Then there exists a o-ring of sets 91' contained in 9t such that a : = sup | <v, 6>| < oo, 2. -In the proof we didn't use completely the hypothesis that E is sequentially complete but only the weaker assumptions that any sequence {^n)nw m E converges if there exists a bounded set A of E such that for any s > 0 there exists m e N with x^ -x^ e sA for any n e N, n ^ m. Let ^(1) be the set of subsets of I. The map of ^(1) into {0, I} 1 which associates to any subset of I its characteristic functions is a bijection. We endow {0, 1} with the discrete topology, {0, I} 1 with the product topology, and ^(1) with the topology for which the above bijection is an homeomorphism. Then ^(1) is a compact space. The assertion that any subfamily of a family (^)^i in a Hausdorff topological additive group is summable is equivalent with the assertion that there exists a continuous map f of ^(1) into G such that /'(J) = ^ x, for any finite iej subset J of I ( [6] ). By the hypothesis there exists therefore a continuous map f of ^(1) into ^(E) endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence in 9t such that f{J) == ^ ^ for any finite subset J of I. iej Let Ji be the vector space of ^-regular real valued measures on 91 endowed with the semi-norm topology, and let M' be its dual. By Theorem 10 any measure of ^(E) is normal and therefore ^(E) may be considered as a set of maps of M 1 into E. By Proposition 8 the above map f is continuous with respect to the topology on ^(E) of pointwise convergence in Ji''. It follows that for any J c I the family (^);gj is summable in ^(E) with respect to this last topology.
Let us endow Ji 1 with the Mackey T(^7, ^)-topology, let oSf be the vector space of continuous linear maps of M' into E, and let ^ be the injection e^(E) -> ^ defined in Theorem 10. It is obvious that ^ is continuous with respect to the topology on e^(E) and ^ of pointwise convergence in J('. Hence for any J <= I the family (^(^))^gj is summable in ^ with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence in M\ Let U be a closed convex 0-neighbourhood in E and let U° be its polar set in E' endowed with the ^(E', E)-topology. Let S^ be a or-ring of sets contained in 91, let Jf
